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HIGHLIGHTS
On Oct 1, 2021, the Singularity Fund reached its 3-year track record. Over this period the strategy
posted a strong gross return of 71.1%, outperforming global equity benchmarks. The top performing as
well as top contributing sectors were Artificial Intelligence, New Energy and Virtual Reality. The largest
positions over time including Microsoft, Nvidia, Alphabet and Tesla were also the biggest performance
contributors. Performance attribution vs the MSCI AC World Index was driven by strong security
selection. The portfolio’s return is grounded in a strong set of portfolio characteristics including
attractive revenue, earnings and free cash flow growth rates, as well as solid profitability and solvency
ratios.

We have been innovation-scoring global equities for over 3 years. The Singularity Score represents
the percentage of a company’s revenues associated with innovation and reflects its ability to create
innovation vs base/commoditized business and cash flows, and its ability to participate in technological
evolution. The weighted Singularity Score for the Singularity Strategy of currently 76% has generally
trended higher over the last 3 years as companies capitalized on applied innovation. This compares
a weighted score of 24% for the MSCI AC World Index. Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Big Data (BD) have
historically been the sectors with the largest weights in the portfolio and have almost consistently taken
the top two ranks over time.

In the third quarter, the Singularity Strategy returned +0.4% vs the MSCI AC World Index which had a
performance of -1.1% during the same period. Since inception on Dec 21, 2017, the Singularity Strategy
has delivered a cumulative return of +94% and approximately 19% on an annualized basis, compared
to the MSCI AC World Index with a cumulative return of +49% and 11% annualized, the bulk of the
outperformance coming from stock selection.

Singularity Small & Mid, our new strategy comprising a selection of 100 highly innovative companies
within the $1bn to $25bn market cap range, posted a gross return of -2.9% for the third quarter and
+8.1% since launch on May 10, 2021. In the backtest based on live data, the strategy is up +105% since
inception since inception (Dec 21, 2017).
Historical Performance (%) per September 30, 2021

Source: Bloomberg, TSG
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SINGULARITY IN THE SPOTLIGHT
In the press:
We had our first coverage in Australia! Singularity - where innovation meets sustainability: "The Singularity
Group uses quantitative techniques to seek out companies which have sustainable innovation as part of
their DNA”, writes Investor Strategy News.
Our founders Evelyne Pflugi and Dr. Tobias Reichmuth were featured in an interview with Swiss
Umweltzeitung. They talk about how to measure innovation and what makes the Singularity Strategy
singular.
Cash.ch took up our CIO Gregory Hung’s deliberations on “The Metaverse”.
For all press coverage, please visit our website.
What’s next:
Join our CEO Evelyne Pflugi and CIO Gregory Hung for the upcoming Singularity Insights Quarterly live
webinar. They will share first-hand insights and experiences from 4 years of innovation benchmarking and
The Singularity Fund's 3-year track record. Register now and see you on October 28th, 3.30pm CEST.
On November 3 and 4 2021, our CEO Evelyne Pflugi will speak about measuring innovation and innovation
scoring at the Richmond PIMS Forum in Bad Ragaz.
What happened:
We celebrate 3 years of The Singularity Fund with a video featuring
CEO Evelyne Pflugi and CIO Gregory Hung.
CEO Evelyne Pflugi shook up the Finance Forum Liechtenstein as one
of the main speakers alongside Credit Suisse CEO Thomas Gottstein
and German ex Vice-Chancellor Philipp Rösler.
We welcomed four additional high-caliber members to the Singularity
Think Tank: Andres Gujan, Donnacha Daly, HonMun Yip, and James
Khedari. Learn more about them on our website.

We are continuously in conversation with our Singularity Think Tank members. Some of those exchanges result in
blog posts. Here’s a selection. Also make sure to follow us on Medium:
▪ What Powers the Nuclear Fusion? Findings from a roundtable with experts Christofer Mowry and Singularity
Think Tank fellows Lars Jaeger, James Khedari and Andres Gujan.
▪ From Cultured Meat to Cultured Everything. Our CEO Evelyne Pflugi - who is also a Food Science Engineer brings the next big evolution to the table: synthetic biology.
▪ Buzzword Bingo - Greenwashing in Tech. On buzzwords in tech and how our Singularity Think Tank fellows
help us maneuver linguistic traps and false perceptions.
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SINGULARITY PERFORMANCE - 3-YEAR STRATEGY REVIEW
On October 1, 2021 we celebrated the Singularity Fund’s 3-year anniversary.
Performance Summary
Performance Last 3 Years: Singularity Index vs. MSCI ACWI per end of September 2021

Source: Bloomberg, TSG

Singularity Index vs. benchmarks: The Singularity Index posted a net total return of +71.1% over the 3-years
ending September, outperforming the MSCI AC World Index (MSCI ACWI), which was up by 42.7%. Global
equity markets were led by the US over this period: S&P 500 +53.5%, CSI 300 +49.5%, SMI +41.0%, MSCI AC
Asia Pacific +27.7%, MSCI Europe +25.6%.
Singularity Sectors: The top performing Singularity Sectors were New Energy (+500.9%), Virtual Reality
(+127.9%) and Artificial Intelligence (+104.7%). Neuroscience (+2.8%), Space (+4.6%) and Blockchain (+13.0%)
recorded the smallest total return¹.

¹Note that Blockchain only started carrying positions from May 2019 and Space was significantly reduced in May 2020 following the introduction of our
ESG exclusion filter.
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3-Years Singularity Sector Performance and Contribution

Legend: AI (Artificial Intelligence), VR (Virtual Reality), NE (New Energy), BD (Big Data), IOT (Internet of Things), RO
(Robotics), BI (Bioinformatics), 3DP (3D Printing), AM (Advanced Materials), BC (Blockchain), NS (Neuroscience), SP (Space)
Source: Bloomberg, TSG

Top Contributors: The portfolio was generally well-diversified. The largest position over the period was
Microsoft with an average weight of 3.3% and a contribution of 4.4%. The second largest position was NVIDIA
and was also the second best contributor. Tesla accounted for the biggest performance contribution (10%)
on an average weight of 2.5% with a performance of +1’364%. The median weight of the top 20 winners
was 1.3%, the median performance was 121%. A bit more than half of the top contributions came from the
tech sector, more than a quarter from consumer discretionary, and the rest from communications services,
healthcare and industrials.
Top 20 Contributors (Sept 30, 2018 - Sept 30, 2021)

Source: Bloomberg, TSG
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A relatively small number of names is responsible for the bulk of the returns. To many this is a rather surprising
result. However, in a recent paper Bessembinder et al. (2019) have shown that the distribution of long-run
stock returns are strongly positively skewed². In their comprehensive study on global stock performance they
find that out of nearly 62,000 global common stocks between 1990 to 2018 only 1.3% of the entire equity
universe (or ca. 800 names) are responsible for global stock market wealth creation above and beyond the
one-month US Treasury Bill benchmark! The remaining 98.7% of firms collectively matched the returns of onemonth US Treasury bills. Thus stock returns follow a power law rather than a normal distribution. This
observation impressively underscores the importance of stock selection. If one fails to invest in the few
crucial companies that generate extraordinary return contributions, investing in stocks will not be a
pleasant long-term experience.
Largest Positions Over Time and their Singularity Score (SC): Microsoft (SC: 59%), Nvidia (SC: 100%),
Alphabet (SC: 87%), Tesla (SC: 85%) and Apple (SC: 31%) have had the largest average weight over time with a
3-year annualized return of 59%. With the exception of Apple, all of these companies' Singularity Scores have
been trending up over the last year’. They are also among the top performers in absolute terms, leading them
to constitute the top five performance contributors overall as seen in the contribution table above. The
average weight of the top positions is 1.7% with an average Singularity Score of 53% (current SC: 72%). A bit
over half of the portfolio weight of top 20 names is attributable to Tech companies with the remainder fairly
equally split between Communication Services, Healthcare and Consumer Discretionary.
Top 20 Companies Over Time (Last 3 Years)

Source: Bloomberg, TSG

Performance Attribution
For the 3 years ending on September 30, 2021, the strategy generated a gross total return of 73.6% (vs
44.6% for the MSCI AC World Index) resulting in an outperformance of 29.3%. Breaking down the active
return into its components, we see strong contributions from security selection (21.0%) and sector
allocation (8.9%), while the currency effect was negligible (-0.7%).

²Bessembinder, Hendrik (Hank) and Chen, Te-Feng and Choi, Goeun and Wei, Kuo-Chiang (John), Do Global Stocks Outperform US Treasury Bills? (July 5,
2019). Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3415739 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3415739
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3-Year Performance Attribution by Sector (Sep 30, 2018 - Sep 30, 2021)

Source: Bloomberg, TSG

All sectors, with the exception of Industrials, contributed positively to the outperformance. The largest
selection effect was generated in Consumer Discretionary, a sector which was overall underweighted vs the
benchmark, resulting in a negative allocation effect. Communication Services, Financials, and Energy
contributed significantly on a relative basis while Information Technology was responsible for the largest
overall attribution. Industrials was the weakest complex over the last 3 years. The negative attribution is mainly
a result of a reduction in sector weight during the May 2020 rebalancing following the introduction of the ESG
exclusion filter which eliminated various aerospace & defence-related names from the portfolio. Excluding
these dropouts, overall sector attribution was positive.

3-Year Performance Attribution by Region (Sep 30, 2018 - Sep 30, 2021)

Source: Bloomberg, TSG
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On a regional basis, the Singularity Fund generated value across the board with strong selection effects
in all major regions. For instance, in Asia Pacific the fund generated an attribution of 7.9% on an average
weight of ca. 16% corresponding to an outperformance of close to 48% on a normalized basis. The strongest
attributions came from Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, Australia and Hong Kong. In Western Europe, the fund also
generated a healthy outperformance where UK, Netherlands and Switzerland recorded the most significant
attributions, whereas in Denmark and France attribution was slightly negative.
Equally, from a market capitalization perspective the strategy generated positive total attributions for all
segments with particularly strong returns for mid cap companies within a market capitalization range of
$10-$25bn.
3-Year Performance Attribution by Market Capitalization (Sep 30, 2018 - Sep 30, 2021)

Source: Bloomberg, TSG

Portfolio Characteristics
The Singularity Portfolio’s solid return over the last 3 years is grounded in a strong set of portfolio
characteristics. Revenue grew at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 22% over 3 years and 19% over 5
years. The 3-year CAGRs for EBITDA, EPS, and Free Cash Flow were 31%, 23% and 36%. These growth rates
compare very favorably to our global equity benchmark.
Compound Annual Growth Rates per end of September 2021

Source: Bloomberg, TSG
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The current portfolio continues to be highly profitable with an operating margin of 18%, EBITDA and free
cash flow margins of 43% and 22%, as well as strong returns on capital (13%) and equity (20%). The balance
sheet is healthy with low debt ratios (8% net debt to equity) and a solid liquidity position with a quick ratio of
1.2x.
Portfolio Characteristics per end of September 2021

Source: Bloomberg, TSG
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4 YEARS OF INNOVATION SCORING

Sector Exposures and Scores
Historical Singularity Scores: The Singularity Strategy is invested in innovation leaders and thus carries a
relatively high Singularity Score by design with a current weighted score of 76%. As companies have been
moving into our key focus areas of innovation, the score has increased over time. In comparison, the MSCI
ACWI’s score is 24%, rising from 10% 3 years ago. In the US, the Nasdaq Composite comes in at a score of
39%, followed by the S&P 500 (31%). MSCI Asia ex Japan has a score of 18%, while the MSCI Europe and the
SMI remain at very modest levels with scores of 13% and 7% respectively.
Historical Development of Singularity Scores (Last 3 Years)

Source: Bloomberg, TSG
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Whereas all companies in the Singularity Strategy naturally carry an innovation score, between 31% (Nasdaq
Composite) and 59% (MSCI Asia ex Japan) of the companies in other indices show a Singularity Score of zero,
i.e. are not active in innovation areas we find relevant, leading to relatively lower scores for these indices. For
the Singularity Strategy, MSCI ACWI, Nasdaq Composite and S&P 500 the largest two Singularity Sectors are
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Big Data (BD). Asia ex Japan has a bias towards BD and Virtual/Augmented Reality
(VR), Europe is tilted towards new Energy (NE), BD and Bioinformatics (BI), and Switzerland is dominated by BI,
Neuroscience (NS) and Advanced Materials (AM).
Largest Singularity Sector Exposures per end of September 2021

Legend: AI (Artificial Intelligence), VR (Virtual Reality), NE (New Energy), BD (Big Data), IOT (Internet of Things), BI
(Bioinformatics), AM (Advanced Materials), NS (Neuroscience)
Source: Bloomberg, TSG

From a country exposure perspective, the United States recorded the biggest weight gain in the portfolio
(+4.2%), followed by China (+2.7%), the Netherlands (+2.7%), and Taiwan (+1.8%). On the other end of the
spectrum, France saw the biggest decline (-6.2%) with Japan (-2.9%) and Germany (-1.5%) following in line.
Most countries saw an increase in weighted Singularity Score over time.
The MSCI ACWI currently has an average weighted Singularity Score of 24% with a historical average of
15% over the last 3 years. In terms of GICS sectors, the average weighted score ranges between 21%
(Consumer Staples) and 63% (Information Technology) for the Singularity Strategy and between 1% (Energy)
and 37% (Information Technology) for the MSCI ACWI. Within Tech, our exposure leans towards software &
services, as well as semiconductors. Industrials, Healthcare and Real Estate all have scores between 50% and
60% overall, closely followed by Communication Services with 49%. In Industrials the bulk of the exposure sits
in machinery, electrical equipment and professional services. Healthcare exposure revolves around healthcare
equipment, health tech, and life sciences. The relatively high score in Real Estate - especially in relation to the
MSCI ACWI - comes from our investments in data center REITS. The Communication Services exposure is
dominated by interactive media & services companies. The lowest weighted average scores are in Consumer
Staples (21%), Utilities (23%) and Energy (32%). Materials (34%) and Financials (41%) and Consumer
Discretionary (43%) are in the middle of the pack. In Financials we are mostly exposed to exchanges and data
providers whereas in Consumer Discretionary automobiles, and retail have most significance.
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Average Historical Singularity Scores (Last 3 Years)

Source: TSG

In terms of Singularity Scores, VR had the highest historical weighted average score (66.2%), followed by IOT
(65.3%) and Space (64.8%). NS (29.4%), Blockchain (16.0%) and AM (44.4%) had the lowest weighted scores.
The remaining sectors ranged between 48% and 61%. The overall average weighted score for the portfolio was
55% and stood at 76% at the end of Q3 2021.
Historical Singularity Scores per Sector (Last 3 Years)

Legend: AI (Artificial Intelligence), VR (Virtual Reality), NE (New Energy), BD (Big Data), IOT (Internet of Things), RO (Robotics), BI
(Bioinformatics), 3DP (3D Printing), AM (Advanced Materials), BC (Blockchain), NS (Neuroscience), SP (Space)
Source:TSG
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The weighted Singularity Score for the Singularity Strategy has generally trended higher over the last 3
years as companies capitalized on applied innovation, starting at 49%, bottoming out at 42% at the end of
2018, and reaching a high of 76% at the end of Q3 2021. This compares to an average weighted Singularity
Score of 24% for the MSCI ACWI, with a historical average of 15% over the last 3 years. Within the Singularity
Strategy, Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Big Data (BD) have historically been the sectors with the largest
weights in the portfolio and have almost consistently taken the top two ranks over time. AI’s and BD’s
weighted scores steadily krept higher, reaching 72% and 73% respectively, most recently with average historical
scores of 51% and 48%. The two sectors are followed by Internet of Things (IOT), Robotics (RO) and
Virtual/Augmented Reality (VR). The latter sector has moved up to become the third largest sector after the
last rebalancing in May 2021. Bioinformatics (BI) has ranked relatively consistently in the middle of the pack, as
has 3D Printing (3DP), while New Energy (NE) has been transitioning upwards. The weight of the Space (SP)
sector declined after the May rebalancing in 2020 when the ESG filter was introduced, as a result of which a
number of aerospace & defence companies were excluded. Advanced Materials (AM) and Blockchain (BC)
have been smaller sectors, the latter seeing an increase this year. Finally, Neuroscience (NS) has become a
dormant sector for the time being.
Singularity Index: Historical Singularity Sector Ranks (Last 3 Years)

Legend: AI (Artificial Intelligence), VR (Virtual Reality), NE (New Energy), BD (Big Data), IOT (Internet of Things), RO (Robotics), BI
(Bioinformatics), 3DP (3D Printing), AM (Advanced Materials), BC (Blockchain), NS (Neuroscience), SP (Space)
Source:TSG
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PERFORMANCE COMMENTARY Q3 2021
Singularity Index Performance Q3 2021
Singularity Index (SI; NQ2045) vs. benchmarks: The Singularity Index posted a return of +0.4% during the
third quarter, outperforming the MSCI AC World Index (MSCI ACWI), which was down by -1.1%. Global equity
markets were mixed: S&P 500 +0.5%, MSCI Europe +0.7%, SMI -2.4%, MSCI AC Asia Pacific -4.4%, CSI 300
-6.0%. Since inception on December 21, 2017, the SI has registered an annualized return of 19.1% compared
to 11.1% for the MSCI ACWI, leading to an average outperformance of 8.0% per annum. Cumulatively the SI
has delivered a return of 93.7% vs 48.8% for the MSCI ACWI. The outperformance of over 44.9% is
predominantly attributable to superior security selection.
Performance Since Inception: Singularity Index vs. MSCI ACWI per end of September 2021

Source: Bloomberg, TSG

Over the third quarter, compared to the MSCI ACWI, the SI had positive contributions from stock
selection (+1.2%) and sector allocation (+0.1%) with currency effects slightly positive (+0.2%). On an
absolute basis, the biggest portfolio contributors for the quarter were Tesla (TSLA US, +0.57%), Alphabet
(GOOGL US, +0.37%), ASML (ASML NA, +0.19%), Microsoft (MSFT US, +0.17%), Keyence (6861 JT, +0.16%),
Nvidia (NVDA US, +0.14%), Atlassian (TEAM US, +0.13%), Oracle (ORCL UN, 0.13), and Thermo Fisher (TMO US,
+0.10%).
The largest detractors for the quarter were Tencent (700 HK, -0.35%), NIO (NIO US, -0.16%), Paypal (PYPL US,
-0.16%), Samsung (005930 KS, -0.15%), and Alibaba (9988 HK, -0.13%). On a relative basis vs the MSCI ACWI,
the positive contributors were Tesla, Alphabet, ASML, Keyence, Nvidia, Atlassian, Oracle, Datadog, and AMD.
From a sector perspective, an overweight in Information Technology and underweights in Consumer
Discretionary, Materials, Consumer Staples and Industrials benefited performance, whereas underweights in
Financials and Energy were detrimental.
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Singularity Sectors: Half of the sectors were positive and half finished in negative territory. Top performing
Singularity Sectors in Q3 were Bioinformatics (+7.2%) and New Energy (+3.4%) with strong returns from
Repligen (RGEN US, +44.8%), Decom (DXCM US, +28.1%), Sartorius (SRT3 GR, +18.5%), Gulf Energy Development
(GULF TB, +15.4%), Tesla (TSLA US, +14.1%), and Verbund (VER AV, +10.4%). Blockchain (-5.2%) and Big Data
(-3.7%) were the bottom performers for the quarter.
Top Q3 Contributors by Singularity Sector

Source: Bloomberg, TSG

Singularity Stocks: Best performing stocks for the quarter in terms of absolute performance were Atlassian
(TEAM US, +52.4%), Paylocity (PCTY US, +47.0%), Bill.com (BILL US, +45.7%), Repligen (RGEN US, +44.8%), Paycom
(PAYC, +36.4%), Datadog (DDOG US, +35.8%), MongoDB (MDB US, +30.4%), Albemarle (ALB US, +30.2%) and Palo
Alto Networks (PANW US, +29.1%).
Datadog (Singularity Score: 98) offers a cloud-based software platform that monitors and analyzes the health
and performance of a company’s disparate cloud infrastructure across public, private and hybrid domains,
which allows developers, IT and business teams to collaborate to make sure their digital products work
flawlessly on the systems in use. Why is this important? Previously, it wasn’t straightforward for companies to
determine the root causes when their systems weren’t running properly. It wasn’t clear whether it was the code
or the infrastructure that was slowing down users. Datadog’s solution allows teams to observe their cloud
infrastructure across vendors and solutions in real-time, which has become crucial today in the era of digital
transformation and cloud migration with ever shorter products and software release cycles.
Datadog’s SaaS platform is powered by robust analytics and machine learning. It ingests large amounts of data
and normalizes it through its data integration platform which is then transformed into actionable insights using
machine learning to identify outliers and notify users of potential anomalies before they impact the business.
The platform integrates and automates infrastructure monitoring, application performance monitoring, log
management, user experience monitoring, and security monitoring to provide unified and instant observability
of a client’s entire technology stack through a single pane of glass. This leads to better collaboration and
enables the adoption of so-called DevOps practices³, faster time to market, reduced problem resolution times,
and improves the understanding of user behavior. With over 400 out-of-the-box integrations, Datadog plugs in
seamlessly and easily with the entire technology stack including cloud vendors, databases, containers,
source/version control tools, and bug tracking. Customers can see all key metrics, which are important for the
cloud infrastructure and applications to work, on a single dashboard with simple drag-and-drop and drill-down
capabilities. All of this simplifies the communication and collaboration across functions and teams. The
company recorded a year-over-year revenue (ARR) growth rate of 59% with a gross margin of 77% and a LTM
free cash flow margin of 17%.
³DevOps practices break down silos between Development and Operations to optimize collaboration, performance and speed.
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Datadog Platform

Source: Datadog Annual Report 2020

Singularity Small & Mid Performance Q3 2021
The Singularity Small & Mid strategy posted a gross return of -2.9% during the third quarter, compared to
-1.5% and -0.9% for the MSCI AC Small Cap Index and MSCI AC Mid Cap Index respectively. Since launch of the
certificate on May 10, 2021 the strategy is up by +8.1%, outperforming the above indices by +8.4% and +9.0%.
Since strategy inception (Dec 21, 2021) cumulative performance is +105%.
On an absolute basis, the biggest portfolio contributors for the quarter were Power Construction Corporation of
China (601669 C1, +0.83%), Huaneng Lancang River Hydropower (600025 C1, +0.62%), Paycom (+0.50%),
MongoDB (+0.39%), Bill.com (+0.38%), Hubspot (+0.37%), China Longyuan Power Group (916 HK, +0.35%),
Albemarle (ALB US, 0.33%) and Dynatrace (DT US, +0.31%).
The largest detractors for the quarter were Maxscend Microelectronics (300782 C2, -0.86%), Offcn Education
Technology (002607 C2, -0.82%), 10X Genomics (TXG US, -0.59%), Li Auto (LI US, -0.56%) and Ecovacs
Robotics (603486 C1, -0.55%).
Live Performance and Backtest: Singularity Small & Mid vs. MSCI AC Small & Mid Cap Indices per end of
September 2021
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Source: Bloomberg, TSG
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